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Support for accepting and publishing changes to individual fields in the data 
definition of export and import tasks

Description

§ With this feature, you can 
accept and publish changes 
to individual fields in the data 
definition of export and import 
tasks. 

§ Previously, all changes 
to fields in the data 
definition had to be accepted. 
Now, one or more changed 
fields can be accepted and 
published.

Customer benefit

§ You were previously unable to accept and 
publish a single change to a single file in the 
data definition for a particular data export 
task. When new fields are added within the 
field configuration section of the service 
manager, the service manager forces them 
to accept all pending changes for all files to 
publish. This is typically too restrictive for 
users and forces Support to manipulate the 
stable order entries file directly, which can 
lead to inconsistencies in the data definition.

With this new capability, you can accept and 
publish changes to individual fields in the 
data definition of export and import tasks, 
without the dependency of Support. This 
also helps avoid manual errors when 
modifying the file.

User

§ Buyer

Enablement model

§ Customer configured

Applicable solutions:

§ SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing
§ SAP Ariba Buying
§ SAP Ariba Invoice Management
§ SAP Ariba Sourcing
§ SAP Ariba Contracts
§ SAP Ariba Supplier Lifecycle and 

Performance
§ SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing Suite
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Prerequisites, Restrictions, Cautions

Prerequisites
§ To use this feature, your administrator must enable the Enable accepting of data definition changes at 

the field-level (Application.Messaging.Integration.EnableAcceptingFieldLevelDataDefinitionChanges) 
parameter. This parameter is self-service.

Restrictions
§ None

Cautions
§ None
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Feature details

§ The UI now features the ability to select individual fields in the data import and export tasks
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